ABSTRACT The utility of EEG-fMRI is limited by the large artefact voltages produced in EEG recordings made during concurrent fMRI. Novel approaches for reducing the magnitude and variability of the artefacts are, therefore, required. One such approach involves using an EEG cap incorporating a reference layer (RL), which has similar conductivity to biological tissue and is electrically isolated from the scalp. The RL carries a secondary set of electrodes and leads that precisely overlay on the scalp electrodes so that similar voltages are anticipated to induce at the RL and scalp electrodes in the presence of static and time-varying magnetic fields. RL artefact subtraction (RLAS), which involves taking the difference of the voltages at the two electrodes, should, therefore, attenuate artefacts while leaving neuronal voltages unaffected. Previous experimental work has demonstrated the potential of the RLAS system in removing different types of EEG artefact. However, to get the best performance from the RLAS system, it is important to verify the underlying assumptions of RLAS and to optimize the RLAS system based on electromagnetic simulations. In this paper, electromagnetic modeling was used to simulate the voltages induced in a hemispherical RL and a spherical volume conductor (VC) under the influence of a static magnetic field and time-varying magnetic field gradient. By evaluating the differences in the voltages produced in the RL and VC, as the RL geometry is varied, the efficacy of the RLAS approach is tested and an optimal RL design is identified. The simulations performed accounted for realistic rotations, shifts, nodding, and shaking of the RLAS system with respect to the gradient isocentre, thus giving insight into the optimum RLAS set-up and the potential for improved EEG cap design for an RLAS system. INDEX TERMS EEG artefact reduction, electromagnetic simulations, gradient artefact, reference layer artefact subtraction, simultaneous EEG-fMRI.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simultaneous electroencephalography (EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is now a recognized tool for studying brain function [1] - [4] whose utility has been demonstrated in a number of areas including the study of resting state brain networks [3] , [5] , [6] and the non-invasive identification of epileptic activity [7] - [9] .
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However, the successful implementation of simultaneous EEG-fMRI is severely hampered by the influence of the MR system on the EEG signal quality [10] - [13] . The main confounding factors are: i) the gradient artefact (GA), ii) the pulse artefact (PA), and iii) the motion artefact (MA). GAs are produced by the interaction of the temporally-varying magnetic field gradients with the EEG cabling and the electrically conducting structures in the human head [14] , [15] . PA is caused by pulsatile motion with respect to the static magnetic field, B0, that is linked to the cardiac cycle [16] - [18] whereas MA is caused by voluntary and involuntary head movements.
The GAs induced in the raw EEG data by standard fMRI sequences result in voltages, which are many orders of magnitude larger than the neuronal signals of interest. Correction of this artefact has previously been mainly carried out by using post-processing methods whose efficacy is limited, especially when subject movement occurs during data acquisition (for more detail see [19] and [20] ). The PA although relatively periodic due to its link to the cardiac cycle, is variable in morphology across cardiac cycles [18] . This variability causes difficulty in PA correction using post-processing techniques, limiting their performance and resulting in residual PA that remains after post-processing. Finally, the MA is completely unpredictable both temporarily and spatially, making correction of this artefact using post-processing methods could be virtually impossible [21] - [23] . In addition, any changes in head pose also cause the morphology of the GA and PA to change leading to additional problems in correcting these artefacts using post-processing methods. The confounding effects of residual PA and MA on EEG-fMRI data was made clear in recent work that demonstrated the effects of spurious correlations between EEG and BOLD signals [24] .
Recent studies by a number of groups have focused on monitoring head movement and using the resulting measurements to deduce the amount of PA and/or MA to be removed from the EEG data. Bonmassar et al. [25] attached a piezoelectric sensor to the subject's head to monitor head motion during combined EEG/fMRI experiments and then used a linear adaptive filter to remove any signal from the EEG recordings that was linearly related to the reference signal from the movement sensor. Masterton et al. [21] showed that the voltages induced in loops of carbon-fiber wire that were physically attached to, but electrically isolated from, the subject's head as a result of head movement in the static field of the MR scanner could also be used to ameliorate the PA and MA in post-processing. LeVan et al. [26] measured head movement using an optical camera and then used linear and quadratic functions of the measured motion parameters to correct the PA, although MA correction was not implemented in that work. Jorge et al. [22] implemented an approach similar to the one in Masterton et al. [21] by using wires to connect a few pairs of electrodes on the EEG cap thus creating wire loops. This approach is, however, limited in efficacy by the differences between the artefact voltages induced by complex head movement in the combination of the EEG leads and the volume conductor formed by the human head, and the signal from a limited number of motion sensors placed on the surface of an EEG cap attached to the head. All of these hardware solutions require fitting the measured motion signal to the voltages measured from the scalp electrodes, leading to the possibility of some neuronal activity being removed in the fitting process. In addition, none of these hardware solutions has addressed correction of the GA, and more particularly changes in the GA due to head movement.
The reference signal approach can be extended by using an EEG cap incorporating a reference layer (RL) comprising a second set of electrodes and leads that directly overlay those attached to the scalp [27] , [28] . The reference layer is electrically conducting (with a similar conductivity to biological tissue), but is electrically isolated from the scalp so that the electrodes in this layer do not pick up brain signals. If it is assumed that the current paths formed by the reference layer and associated leads are very similar to those formed by the scalp leads and the head, similar voltages should be recorded from the scalp and reference layer leads in the presence of time-varying magnetic field gradients or head rotation. Taking the difference of the signals from associated reference layer and scalp leads should therefore cancel out the artefacts, but leave neuronal signals unaltered.
Author's previous work [28] demonstrated that the Reference Layer Artefact Subtraction (RLAS) approach could be used to reduce the gradient, pulse and movement artefacts in experiments carried out using a prototype system incorporating a small number of electrodes. A partial implementation of this approach in which a small subset of electrodes from the EEG cap are connected to a reference layer and used to detect the pulse artefact [12] , [29] has also been described. In this approach, the PA measured from the ''reference electrodes'' is fitted to the PA occurring on all of the electrodes attached to the scalp.
Steyrl et al. [30] used the original RLAS approach with adaptive filtering (RLAF) where the reference layer electrode signals are not only subtracted from scalp electrode signals, but also adaptively scaled before subtraction. They have introduced a reference layer cap, which is equipped with mechanically tightly coupled and narrow spaced electrode pairs. The coupling ensures that electrodes of a pair can only move together, meaning that all electrode motion related artefacts are equally captured by both electrodes. Steyrl et al. [30] showed that RLAF and multi-band reference layer adaptive filtering (MBRLAF) both outperform RLAS and the most common artefact reduction method, average artefact subtraction (AAS).
The reference layer-based method showed great promise when implemented experimentally [28] , [30] , however the underlying assumptions for RLAS to work in the presence of time-varying field gradients or static magnetic field of the scanner have not yet been studied rigorously [31] . In the simple case of a reference layer forming a spherical shell surrounding a sphere, it can be shown that the voltages recorded from overlaying electrodes cancel perfectly (see [17] , [32] ). However, when recording from the human head, the reference layer has to be truncated, forming something closer to a hemispherical shell, which could potentially change the pattern of induced electric fields, and thus the measured voltages can be significantly different. This idea works perfectly for a spherical layer on a conducting sphere, but we do not know the effect of truncating the RL on the head, and then displacing it from the head and varying its thickness.
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The aim of this work, a part of first author's doctoral work [31] , was therefore to simulate the artefacts induced in a hemispherical reference layer and a spherical volume conductor by time-varying magnetic field gradients and movements (equivalent to head nodding and shaking actions). This electromagnetic modeling allows us to test the theoretical efficacy of artefact correction that can be achieved by using RLAS [28] , making the assumption that the voltages induced in leads attached to the associated reference layer and scalp electrodes can be made identical. A series of simulations were carried out on simple spherical volume conductor with isotropic conductivity to evaluate the differences in the voltage produced in the hemispherical reference layer conductor and volume conductor, while the reference layer and insulating layer geometry parameters were varied. In addition, the effect of positional changes of the reference layer relative to the volume conductor, and changes in the RLAS system by shifting in the transverse or longitudinal directions were simulated to understand the sensitivity of the RLAS system to initial position. Together, these simulations were designed to inform the optimal design of a RLAS cap and to identify any theoretical limits on the reduction in induced artefact that could be achieved with an RLAS set-up.
II. THEORY
To characterize the artefacts induced it is necessary to consider the theory relating the electric field induced in a conducting sphere and hemispherical reference layer (RL) to the imposed vector potential, and consequently to the external current distribution based on a quasi-static approximation of Maxwell's equations. The vector potential (A), scalar potential ( ) and electric field (E) can be related by
where σ is the conductivity, dS=da.n is infinitesimal area element, dS=da.n, n is the vector orthogonal to the surface, S and the time derivative of the vector potential is ∂A/dt. This is the governing equation considering the boundary condition that shows the component of the current density (and, therefore, the electric field) normal to the surface of the conductive object is zero. This relationship can be solved for the scalar potential using a finite difference approximation method. To calculate the induced electric field, we segment the volume into a cuboidal array of Np cells (also described as volume elements). Application of Eq. (1) to all the elements of the discretized mesh gives rise to a linear system of equations (Liu et al., 2003 ) that can be represented as
where x is a vector of potentials to be solved, b is a vector dependent on the external field, and C is a sparse matrix [33] . Total size of the problem is, Np = Nx × Ny × Nz, where Nx, Ny and Nz represent the number of voxels in the respective dimensions, containing the conductivity and connectivity information for each of the element's surfaces. The vector potential, A, can be calculated from a gradient coil's wire paths [32] , [34] - [36] . However, the head is usually positioned in the gradient coils' region of homogeneity, during combined EEG/fMRI; so, the simple analytic expressions using Coulomb gauge for the magnetic field and vector potential, corresponding to pure gradients, described by Bencsik et al. [35] and Yan et al. [15] , can be employed. The vector potential produced by an x-gradient coil can be written as:
where G x is the field gradient strength, and the magnetic field is given by:
However, when considering rotation of homogeneous, rigid and uncharged spherical conductor centered at the origin and rotating about the x-axis (equivalent to nodding) with angular velocity, = i, in a uniform magnetic field, B = Bk; the nodding term can be written as described by Liu et al. [37] :
and for rotation about z-axis (equivalent to shaking) with angular velocity = k,
where r is the space vector.
Since there is a separation between the two electrodes placed on two conductors, the assumption that the cables connected to VC, RL electrodes are overlaying completely and are of equal length is inappropriate. It is therefore important to consider the small wire that runs between two electrodes on both the conductors [35] (Fig. 1B) . The induced voltage can be calculated directly from the rate of change of flux linked by the wire loop, using
where, A is the vector potential, related to the magnetic field, B.
III. MODELING AND METHODS
A homogeneous, spherical volume conductor (VC) of 0.08m radius (mimicking the size of a human head) was used as a model system for calculating the electric fields induced in the human head by externally applied time-varying magnetic fields gradients. A hemispherical hollow conductor with a finite thickness and similar conductivity (average conductivity of scalp is σ ≈ 0.33 S m −1 [37] ) as the spherical VC was used as the RL conductor. A finite volume method (Np = 204×204×204 voxels, at 1mm resolution), based on the quasi-static approximation of Maxwell's equations given by Equation. 1 was used in conjunction with an analytic form of the driving vector potential described. The resulting linear system of equations given by Equation 2 was solved using the bi-conjugate gradient stabilized method, often abbreviated as BiCGSTAB algorithm [38] . It is a variant of the bi-conjugate gradient method (BiCG) and has faster, smoother convergence than the original BiCG. In this study, the unknown scalar potential φ has been calculated using the known conductivity, σ and the time derivative of the vector potential, ∂A/∂t. Once the equations have been solved for φ, the current density can be found by taking J = −σ ∇ . The BiCGSTAB algorithm's stopping criterion for convergence was a residual less than 10 −10 . The algorithm execution is highly parallelizable, so C++ code [33] was used to take advantage of this feature. The RLAS cap geometry used in all the simulations is shown in Figure 1 , with the insert showing the simulated wire configuration, assuming perfect cancellation in the wires after they have been brought together. The wires connecting the VC and RL electrodes were simulated to have a radial orientation, relative to the sphere, ensuring the VC and RL electrodes were directly above one another. The key parameters which are defined and investigated to identify an optimal RLAS cap design are the reference layer thickness (RLT), insulating layer thickness (ILT) and reference layer angular extent (RLAE) [90 • = hemisphere; 180 • = sphere]. The inner radius of the RL depends on the ILT and the depth and separation of the VC and RL electrodes.
For the following simulations to assess the effect voltages induced by varying the magnetic field (as performed by the gradients), we evaluated the peak voltage generated by a realistic transverse (right-left) gradient of 10mTm −1 amplitude varying at 1kHz (dG/dt_peak = 62Tm −1 s −1 ). The voltages were evaluated on the surface of the volume and reference layer conductors at 33 electrode locations, defined by the extended 10/20 system. The volume conductor (VC) was simulated to be at isocentre and electrode Cz positioned on z-axis. To minimize the separation between electrodes positioned on the VC and RL, the electrode locations were modeled to be within the outer surface of the spherical VC and within the inner surface of the RL conductor. This provides a similar set-up to that used in our practical implementation [28] , with the subtle difference where in the experimental condition the electrodes have to lie on the outer surface of the VC and the inner surface of the RL. The electrodes were simulated to have contact with a single point on the VC and RL rather than an extended area (Fig. 1B) . This was done to assure that the sampling points of the electrodes on VC and RL are on their surface. If the potential of several points were used as electrode potential, these one-electrode representing points have to be averaged to produce single electrode potential. However, single sample point still represents the electrode avoiding the necessity of calculating the average.
By simulating head rotation, the ability of RLAS to correct the MA and PA can be assessed, as the PA is believed primarily to be induced by head rotation [17] , [18] . To evaluate the artefacts induced by a head rotation, the VC and RL of the RLAS system must be rotated in the static field. For a head nod, the rotation was simulated to be about the x-axis, whilst for a headshake, rotation was simulated about the z-axis. For both rotation simulations, an angle of 5 deg/s in the relevant direction was used.
The first simulation was carried out to verify the expected similarity between the induced voltages in a spherical VC and a hemispherical RL separately when a time-varying transverse magnetic field gradient is applied. In these initial simulations, the reference layer and insulating layer parameters were set as follows: RLT=5mm, ILT=3mm and RLAE=90 0 . A realistic RLAS set-up was mimicked by modeling the head as a homogeneous spherical VC, which was separated from the hemispherical RL by a thin insulating layer ( Figure 1 ) while a transverse field gradient was applied. This allowed the evaluation of the feasibility of the RLAS technique for artefact correction.
The following simulations were carried out with the realistic RLAS set-up to identify the optimum parameters for an RLAS system for both a time-varying transverse magnetic field gradient and rotation in a static magnetic field. The reference layer and insulating layer parameters were varied sequentially, with the optimum value from earlier parameters set in each case. The parameters were initially set to the previously used values (RLT=5 mm, ILT=3 mm and RLAE=90 • ).
Whilst applying a time-varying transverse field gradient the following cases were considered: In each of the above cases, the induced voltages were evaluated at the same 33 electrode locations on the VC and RL. To investigate the effect of translation on the induced GA from the transverse gradient, it was found to be easier to implement the effect translation of the RLAS system, by translating the gradient field rather than moving the RLAS system itself in the simulations. However, during the investigation of positional changes caused by rotation, the RLAS system was rotated rather than rotating the gradient field. Finally, for the simulations to study the induced voltages due to head rotation in the static field the RLAS system was rotated.
IV. ANALYSIS
The calculation of scalar potential and the time-derivative of vector potential are the time-consuming elements of the computation in this analytical study. At the problem size (204×204×204 voxels, at 1 mm resolution) chosen in this work, the calculation typically takes approximately 51min-utes on a Core 2 Duo @ 3GHz 64-bit Windows machine (8 GB RAM installed), but this time reduces to 6 min when a Linux compiled version and GPU with 8 GB Memory, is used. Calculating the scalar potential alone or calculating the scalar potential along with the electric field and current density did not increase the computation time significantly. ∂A/∂t was generated, the conductivity map was plotted and the calculation of the induced voltage at the 33 sample locations (31 electrode locations, reference (REF) and ground (GND) electrodes) on the two conductors were done using an in-house written MATLAB code. C++ code [33] was used to calculate the scalar potential , electric field E, and current density J . To implement RLAS, the potential values at the REF electrode locations on both the RL and VC were used for re-referencing the potentials measured at the 31 electrode locations on the respective conductors. For each case, the voltages at the VC and RL electrodes were found and the differences calculated. Line integration was calculated for the line between each VC and RL pair electrodes ( Figure 1, Insert B) , which were re-referenced using the line integral of REF electrode. The RMS amplitudes of the voltage difference between the VC, RL and re-referenced line integral as well as the voltages of the VC electrodes were calculated. Brain Vision Analyzer 2 (Version 2.0.1; Brain Products, Munich, Germany) and MATLAB were used for producing maps of the changes in RMS over the conducting surface. 
V. RESULTS

A. EFFECT OF THE MISMATCH IN SAMPLING LOCATIONS OF VC AND RL
Figures 2 A&B show the potential distributions produced by a time-varying transverse magnetic field gradient applied to a hemispherical RL and spherical VC, with electrode location Cz on both conductors lying on the z-axis. The strong similarity of the artefact voltages on the surface of the two conductors (which forms the basis of RLAS) is evident. The RMS over the 31 electrode positions of the potential induced on the VC and RL (RLT=5 mm, ILT=3 mm and RLAE=90 • ) was found to be 2210 µV and 2747 µV respectively. Whilst the RMS of the line integration, representing the wires connecting the electrodes on the two conductors (Fig. 2C) , after re-referencing using the REF electrode, was found to be 595 µV. Subtraction of the RL voltages and wire contributions from the VC voltages produced an attenuation of 27 dB (remaining voltage RMS=100 µV) of the induced gradient artefact. The voltage map showing the difference between the induced voltages on the VC and RL, having accounted for the wire contribution, due to a time-varying transverse gradient for a realistic RLAS set-up is shown in Figure 2D . Even having accounted for the voltages induced in the wires, difference plot indicates the electrodes that measure the largest induced voltages (Fig. 2A&B) provide the largest contribution to the artefact discrepancy between VC and RL, with the anterior electrodes exhibiting the largest residual artefact for the transverse gradient.
Given the close spatial agreement between the RL and VC voltages (as shown in Fig. 2 ) it is unsurprising that a small mismatch between sample locations produces a large difference in the measured artefact voltages. A 2 • mismatch increased the residual RMS from 100 µV (no mismatch) to 144 µV, whilst a 5 • mismatch of the electrodes on the two conductors resulted in a residual RMS of 290 µV after subtracting the measured voltages on the two layers. This result clearly demonstrates that the sampling locations must overlay precisely. Figure 3 shows how the RMS of the difference of the artefact voltages between the RL and VC electrodes varies for the range of RL and insulation layer (IL) geometry parameters investigated when a transverse magnetic field is applied. Figure 3A shows the effect of varying RLAE, which effectively changed the coverage of the RL over the VC. This figure shows that the minimum discrepancy between induced voltages is achieved when RLAE is equal to 90 • (equivalent to a hemisphere), as used in our initial set-up shown in Figure 2 . Varying ILT (RLAE=90 • , RLT=5 mm) produces an almost linear increase in the RMS of the voltages induced in the simulated wire between the VC and RL across all electrode pairs (Fig. 3B insert) . This is perhaps intuitive given the length of the wire has to increase with the increase of ILT to make sure the electrodes are still connected. However, because of this wire contribution, the difference in the induced voltages between two conductors does not significantly change with increasing ILT (Fig. 3B) . The RMS potential difference is increasing with the increase of ILT; however, this is not a smooth increase as may have been predicted. This may have been resulted because of the 1mm step of ILT. If the simulation could be carried out with the step of ILT less than 1mm, the smoothness might increase. The best reduction in the induced gradient artefact (RMS=75 µV, 29 dB attenuation) is observed at the lowest ILT value (as shown in Fig. 3B ). Fig. 3C shows that the discrepancy in the induced voltage is further reduced (RMS=34 µV, 36 dB attenuation) by increasing the RLT. In this simulation study, we have used RLT up to a thickness of 14 mm. However, this RLT value is not feasible for practical implementation and therefore RLT of 5mm was chosen as a trade-off between optimal performance and feasibility in implementation, since the gain of increasing RLT rapidly diminishes after 5mm. For a RLT<3 mm, the RMS discrepancy increases rapidly suggesting the RL no longer mimics the conductivity profile of the VC. Figure 4 shows the artefact maps for the difference in induced voltages with different RLAS geometry profile parameters. The distribution of the difference in voltages between the conductors can be seen in Figure 4A , for the original set-up. It is clear from Figure 4A&B that the difference in the induced artefact voltage decreased considerably in the frontal and occipital lobes by reducing the ILT. Figure 4C shows that the frontal and occipital lobes electrodes mainly contribute to the artefact difference between RL and VC for the optimized RL and IL geometry parameters. From these simulations, we concluded that the RLAS system exhibits the optimum performance while retaining feasibility in practical implementation for a transverse varying magnetic field for the following geometry parameters: RLT=5 mm, ILT=2 mm and RLAE=90 • . Figure 5 depicts the effect of rotation of the RLAS system in attenuating the artefact in the presence of transverse gradient. Firstly, the rotation of the RL, and associated electrode positions are creating mismatch between electrode locations on VOLUME 7, 2019 the VC and RL, relative to the VC as the VC electrodes are not moving and only RL electrodes are moving (Fig. 5A-C) . This simulation shows that no further improvement in the artefact attenuation can be achieved by rotating the system away from Cz being positioned on the z-axis (Fig. 5C ). Fig. 5A shows that the RMS of the induced potential on the VC remains almost stable between the angle of rotations tested in this study with the minimum on the VC at +5 • (2205 µV). Fig. 5B shows that the difference between the conductors increases almost linearly with movement away from 0 • , however positive and negative movements are not identical. Figure 5C shows that it does not produce any further reduction in artefact attenuation. Secondly, Figure 5D -F are showing the effect of the rotation of the RLAS system, when the RLAS system is rotated about the x-axis (the most plausible rotation of the head) while the transverse gradient is applied. Figure 5D shows that there is a pronounced effect on the voltages sampled from the VC through rotation of the RLAS system relative to the transverse field gradient. This result is in agreement with the previous simulation work of Yan et al. [15] . RMS of the induced voltage on the VC varies almost linearly between −15 • and +5 • with the minimum on the VC at +5 • (2051 µV). However, the difference in RMS potential between two conductors is almost independent of rotation ( Fig. 5E ) and the artefact attenuation is maximum at isocentre (RMS VC = 2275 µV, RMS difference = 75 µV and attenuation = 30 dB) ( Figure. 5F ). It is apparent that the variation in attenuation is only a few dB and therefore the RLAS system will perform well at removing the GA even if there is a change in head position due to x-rotation during data acquisition.
B. EFFECT OF THE RL AND IL GEOMETRY PARAMETERS
C. EFFECT OF ROTATION OF THE RLAS SYSTEM
Figures 6A&B show the measured induced artefact variation in the VC and the difference between the VC and RL conductor, respectively, when the RLAS system is translated in the x direction (right-left). It is evident from Figure 6B that the minimum artefact difference (75 µV) is obtained at isocentre where RMS of VC artefact voltage is minimal (2210 µV). Moreover, the artefact attenuation shown in Figure 6C showed the maximum value of attenuation found to be 30 dB (75 µV) at isocentre where the RMS for VC is 2285 µV. Figures 6D&E show the variation of RMS artefact for an anterior-posterior (AP) translation (y-translation) of the RLAS system. The RMS of the induced voltage of VC is smallest (2151 µV) when the RLAS system is shifted 1cm in the posterior direction (−1cm, Figure 6D) . However, the lowest artefact difference (75 µV) is found at isocentre as shown in Figure 6E , which is also evident from artefact attenuation plot shown in Figure 6F . The RMS of the induced artefact variation for the VC while translating the RLAS system in the longitudinal direction (z-translation) is shown in Figure 6G . The lowest artefact voltage (1289 µV) for the VC is observed at 2cm shift in the foot direction (−2cm z-shift). However, the artefact difference is again found to be minimal at 0cm foot-head-shift (Fig. 6H) , which is also reflected in the attenuation values in Figure 6I .
D. EFFECT OF THE RLAS GEOMETRY PARAMETERS ON THE ABILITY TO ATTENUATE MOTION RELATED ARTEFACTS
Finally, we assess the effect of the RLAS geometry parameters on the ability to attenuate motion related artefacts. The voltages that are induced by rotation about x-axis (nodding) and z-axis (shaking) of the RLAS system in static magnetic field were calculated when the RLAE was varied. Figure 7 shows the induced artefact variation when the RLAS system is rotated about x-axis by an angle of 5 • /s and RLAE varied between 75 • and 180 • . It is evident from Figure 7 that the minimum artefact difference (10 µV) is obtained when the RLAE = 170 • or more, which is the equivalent of fully covering the VC with the RL. The RMS of the induced voltage of VC is 179 µV for all RLAEs, this results in a 27dB attenuation of the VC voltages by the RL when the RLAE = 170 • . This RLAE value was found to be optimal (residual RMS potential = 74 µV, attenuation = 30 dB) for the application of the transverse gradient. In the other hand, at RLAE = 90 • , 0 dB attenuation of the VC voltages would be achieved when the RLAS system is rotated about x-axis. This reduction in attenuation at RLAE = 90 • can be due to the voltages induced at the edge of the RL (i.e. where the hemisphere stops). This boundary did not however affect the voltages induced in the RL when the rotation was about the z-axis and for all RLAEs tested, the RMS of the induced voltage of VC was 338 µV, and the RMS of the difference between the induced voltages of conductors was one (1) µV (corresponding to 51 dB attenuation) (not shown). Figure 8 shows the effect of moving the RL boundary (by varying RLAE) on the artefacts induced in the RL. 
VI. DISCUSSION
Initial simulation results from realistic reference layer system (RLT=5 mm, ILT=3 mm and RLAE=90 • ) indicate that RLAS provides a viable method for attenuating the artefacts at source that are generated in EEG-fMRI experiments by time-varying magnetic field gradients. The results of preliminary experiments ( Figure. 2) demonstrate that in the modeled system, consisting of a separate conducting sphere and hemispherical reference layer, potential distributions resulting from a time-varying transverse gradient are very similar in both conductors. Consequently, there is great potential in applying the RLAS technique to reduce time-varying gradient artefacts, which was evident from the author's experimental work [28] . For the initial RL and IL geometry parameters, it can be seen from Figure. 2 that the areas where the largest artefacts were induced are very similar for both the spherical VC and hemispherical RL. Therefore, the subtraction of the two sets of voltages greatly attenuates the induced artefacts. For this initial set-up, RLAS resulted in an attenuation of 27 dB without any other post-processing. The potential distributions at the electrode positions were also mapped onto a head shape using Brain Vision Analyzer 2 and found to closely agree with previous work [15] , which suggests the correct implementation of the computational methods used for these simulations. The line integration map, shown in Figure. 2C, shows that the potentials induced by the transverse gradient along the simulated wires connecting the electrodes also varies with spatial position, in a similar way to that on the VC and RL and therefore can serve to further reduce any differences in induced voltages between the two conductors. The difference map, shown in Figure 2D , depicts that the residual artefact is predominantly found in regions where the largest artefacts were induced, namely the occipital and frontal lobes. However, even in these regions, up to approximately a ten-fold reduction in the artefact amplitude can be achieved by taking the difference compared with the artefacts on the VC ( Figure 2D compared with Figure 2A) .
The close spatial agreement between the artefacts induced for both of the conductors means it is unsurprising that when there is a small mismatch between sample locations (i.e. electrode positions) between the VC and RL a larger difference in measured artefact voltages is obtained, than when the sample locations perfectly overlay one another. This was reflected in simulations where there was a 2 • /5 • of mismatch between the conductors' sample locations which caused an RMS discrepancy of 144/290 µV respectively; thereby reducing the artefact attenuation to 24/18 dB. Therefore, we conclude from these simulations that the sampling locations of the two conductors must overlay precisely to get the best results from the RLAS system.
The measure of the RMS of the difference in voltages induced in the RL and VC due to the time-varying transverse gradient provided a useful measure to investigate how to minimize the overall artefacts when geometry parameters of the RLAS system were changed. Variation of RLAE, which effectively changes the coverage of the RL over the VC, was found to affect greatly the level of residual artefact reduction that could be achieved by using RL. An RLAE of 90 • (a hemisphere) was found to leave the least residual artefact with an RMS potential difference of 100 µV with small variations in this parameter causing sharp increases in the residuals. From Figure 2 , we can hypothesize that the reason for the increase in residuals away from the optimum coverage is related to the boundary of the RL, the induced artefact increases when the boundary of RL fails to cover the electrode position properly. It is also unsurprising that when the RL is likely to have full coverage of the VC (i.e. a hollow sphere), then the RMS potential difference between the conductors is reduced again given that it is known that the voltages induced on the surface of a VC and hollow sphere are the same [32] , [35] . Considering the variability of human head, this result therefore, also illustrates the necessity of making the RL from elastic material so that it can be adjusted on the subjects' head depending on their head shapes to optimize the RLAE.
It was assumed that the potential difference between the conductors would increase with ILT, since the increase in ILT causes an increase in RL radius. Therefore, the magnetic field experienced due to the time varying transverse magnetic gradient by the RL would be larger than that of the VC. However, simulation showed the RMS potential difference between the conductors, once the wire contribution was accounted for, shows very small variation of the residual potential difference with increasing ILT ( Figure. 3B ) with the best attenuation of 29dB achieved with an ILT=2mm (RLAE=90 • and RLT=5 mm). Upon further investigation, the difference between hypothesis and simulation was found to be due to the RMS of line integration increasing linearly with ILT ( Figure. 3B, insert) because the wire length increased with increasing ILT and thus cancelled the majority of the effect of the increasing radius of the RL. Consequently, the ILT was found not to be as critical as expected, and an RLAS system should be designed to ensure proper insulation between the two conductors while the thickness of the insulation layer can be relatively flexible. It is however important to consider that a very thick insulation layer would still be undesirable as it may inhibit the normal evaporation from the head, which may increase localize temperature and can cause sweating and subsequent bridging of electrodes.
Reference layer thickness however does have significant effect on the difference in RMS potential that can be achieved. At an RLT of 3 mm or less, the discrepancy in the potential differences between the RL and VC rapidly increases. The first reason for this might be due to a limitation of the simulation, since the voxel size is 1mm 3 , in the thin RL situations there were very few voxels that constitute the conductive path in the RL and therefore it is difficult to make a proper spatial distribution through this simulation. An alternative reason might be that the RL is no longer thick enough for voltages to be induced in it in the same way as they are in the VC. To test which of these were the case, for RLT = 3mm data were simulated with a 2mm 3 resolution and it was found that the difference in RMS potential was 429 µV instead of 150 µV with a 1mm 3 resolution, suggesting that the major source of the discrepancy was simulation limitation. It therefore can be suggested that by increasing the thickness of the RL, the layer acts more like a VC and hence the voltages induced in the RL become more similar to those of the VC. However, RLT=14mm is not practically feasible, and might cause undue heating of the subject. Therefore a RLT=5mm (ILT = 2 mm, RLAE = 90 • ), which produced an artefact discrepancy of 75 µV (29 dB attenuation), was deemed an optimal compromise between the practical requirements of the RL and the best performance in terms of artefact reduction.
The artefact maps, shown in Figure 4 display the effect of the RLAS geometry parameter variation on the spatial distribution of the residual induced potentials. When the initial parameters were used, the main artefact contributions come from the occipital and frontal lobe electrodes ( Figure. 4A ) whereas when the ILT is changed to 2mm, the occipital and frontal lobe electrodes' contributions were reduced ( Figure. 4B ). For RLT=14 mm, the artefact contribution was primarily from frontal and occipital lobe electrodes significantly reduced retaining asymmetrical distribution of residual induced potential.
It is important to consider possible rotations and translations of the RLAS system in the MR scanner since this allows the evaluation of the change in the induced gradient artefact, and residual gradient artefact, due to changes of head orientation and position. Understanding of these parameters will also help in optimizing the RLAS design and experimental set-up. In the case where the RL rotates (or slips) over the VC, the VC potential remains constant whereas the RL potential changes with angle of rotation ( Figure. 5 A&B) . Given the early results showing the need for electrode alignment, it is unsurprising that any deviation from the perfect overlaying of the layers and electrodes does not show any further improvement in artefact attenuation ( Figure 5C ). In contrast, rotation of the entire RLAS system about the x-axis reveals some interesting properties. Whilst it was predicted from Yan et al. [15] that the amplitude of the induced GA from the transverse gradient in the VC would change with angulation of the system, it was not known if the RLAS system would also perform uniformly at all angulations. Figure 5D shows the considerable variation in induced artefact with x-axis rotation and within the range of angles considered in these simulations showed that 5 • produced the smallest artefact. However, the residual RMS potentials after the RLAS approach had been implemented were relatively stable ( Figure 5E ) for all angles, suggesting that the RLAS system will perform equally well at removing a transverse GA independent of the x-rotation of the head. This is particularly useful to know as it means that if a subject nods their head to a new position during a scan session, the transverse GA removal efficacy would be relatively independent of the movement or number of movements if RLAS was implemented; whereas conventional post-processing GA removal methods are affected by positional changes [39] . This result also suggests that implementation of post-processing methods, such as average artefact subtraction (AAS), to remove the residual GA after RLAS may perform better due to the independence of the residual artefact on head rotation. The difference of the induced artefacts in VC compared with the residuals after the application of RLAS for x-axis rotation were found to remain stable with rotation ( Figure 5F ).
Mullinger et al. [19] have showed that positioning subjects so that their nasion is displaced 4 cm axially from the scanner's isocentre towards the feet significantly reduces the gradient artefact produced by time-varying gradients applied in the RL and FH directions compared with the situation where the nasion is at the isocentre of the scanner. It has been shown that this decrease translates into a 40% reduction in the RMS amplitude of the gradient artefacts generated during conventional multi-slice EPI acquisition, used in the most EEG-fMRI experiments. This work emphasizes the importance of studying the positioning of the RLAS system inside the MR scanner. Figure 6 shows the effect of the transverse magnetic field gradient in inducing artefact voltages on the VC, the discrepancy between VC and RL and its attenuation by RLAS for the same axial shift of the RLAS system. The results of these simulations suggest that a 2cm axial shift from the scanner's isocentre towards the feet significantly reduces the VC RMS potential ( Figure 6G ). The RMS voltage of VC with a 2 cm shift toward the feet is 1289µV, which is almost two times smaller than that found at isocentre (2210 µV) (Figure. 6G) . The discrepancy between the optimal position based on this simulation work and the previous experimental work could be due to a couple of differences. Firstly, the definition of where the shift is relative to is slightly different in the two cases: in the previous VOLUME 7, 2019 experimental work, the shift was measured relative to the nasion whereas in this simulation work, the shift is relative to the center of the sphere. The more likely source of the discrepancy is that in these simulations the wire paths feeding from the electrodes to the amplifier were not accounted for (due to the nature of the RLAS system and assumed perfect cancellation of the artefacts in the wires of the VC and RL electrodes). Therefore, it is likely that the interaction of the voltages induced at the electrodes and in the wires of the conventional EEG system, used in the previous work [15] , could be the reason of different amount shifts that were required in this simulation and previous experimental work by Mullinger et al. [19] . It might be expected that the difference between the VC and RL voltages might also be a minimum at this position. However, this is not found in the RLAS simulation where residuals are the smallest at 0cm shift in the z-axis, where the RMS artefact induced in VC and RL are 2210 and 2610 µV respectively, and the RMS difference is 75 µV, which offers 29dB artefact attenuation. This is far superior to the performance of single layer EEG system with 2cm shift towards the feet and further demonstrates the potential benefits of the RLAS system.
Movement of the RLAS system along the x-and y-axes, also was not found to improve the minimum residual artefact that could be achieved for the transverse gradient ( Figures 6B&E) . The attenuation performance of the RLAS system for the x-axis shifts was found to be relatively stable ( Figure 6C ). Although there is a slight improvement in attenuation when shifting 1cm toward the right (30dB compared with 29dB at isocentre), keeping the system at isocentre in all three planes would be the most feasible scenario for the RLAS system. Whilst achieving isocentre in the x-and z-axis is possible through careful subject positioning, this is more challenging in the y-axis (AP) since this is largely determined by the bed height and head size. For a Philips Achieva MRI scanner, the head coil surface where the back of the subject's head rests is positioned 6 cm away from the centre of the y-axis in the posterior direction. Therefore, assuming a head of radius 8cm (as used in this simulation study), this would result in 2cm posterior shift for the center of subject head compared with isocentre. This 2cm AP shift in the posterior direction will reduce the efficacy of the artefact removal by the RLAS system with a difference in RMS potential of 135 µV (compared with 75 µV at isocentre) corresponding to a reduction in attenuation to 20dB from 29dB. Therefore, the best performance of the RLAS system will be possible by lifting the head to ensure it is at isocentre. However, padding underneath the head will lift the head inside the coil, which is likely to have negative effects on the MR data quality. Experimental work is required to determine how to optimize this trade off within the practical limitations that are imposed by head coils.
Whilst the translation of the RLAS system from isocentre caused changes in the amplitude of the residual artefacts, the changes in these amplitudes were considerably smaller than the changes in the RMS potentials induced on the VC with positional changes. Therefore, along with the attenuation of the GA that the RLAS system itself can provide it will also help post-processing methods of correction as amplitude changes in the GA due to any movement will be smaller.
When considering the artefacts induced on the VC and RL by rotation of the system in the static magnetic field, it is important to find the simulation output when the system is rotated about the z-axis (shaking motion). In this case, a near perfect voltage cancelation could be achieved which was independent of RLAE once the wire contribution was accounted for (residual RMS potential is one µV; corresponding to 51 dB attenuation). This is in agreement with the analytical solution for this type of head rotation, and provides further verification that the computational processes used in the simulations are correct. This simulation therefore shows the high potential of the RLAS system to remove the effect of headshake motion from the EEG data. However, the simulations indicate that removing head nod artefacts using the RLAS system may be more challenging since the efficacy of the correction is dependent on the RLAE (Figures. 7&8) . If the RLAE = 90 • , the optimal value determined for the transverse gradient, no attenuation of head nod related artefact could be achieved ( Figure 7B ). This result can explain the experimental findings of the author (see in Figure 4 , [28] ) in the implementation of RLAS system for removing the headnod. However, substantial attenuation (27dB) of the nodding artefact, which is similar to the best level of attenuation of the GA, can be achieved with a RLAE = 170 • or more. The reason for the large RLAE is related to the boundary of the RL and the voltages induced at this boundary. Due to the direction of the induced voltages caused by a head nod, large discrepancies are caused at the boundary edge. As already discussed, it is clear that a large RLAE will also work well to correct the GA ( Figure. 2A ) and therefore if a RLAE =170 • could be achieved then this could provide the best correction of all artefacts. However, due to the practical limitations of the human head with face and neck, this is clearly not possible. Further work must be done to determine the effect of gaps in the RL for the face if this might be a better solution for artefact correction than just having a smaller RLAE. This simulation may also highlight limitations of using the RLAS approach for correcting the pulse artefact, which is believed to originate predominantly from a head nod [17] , [18] , [40] . However, a number of groups have successfully implemented RL approaches for correcting the PA [28] , [29] , [41] and did not have unduly large RLAE in their set-ups, suggesting that there may be some discrepancy between these simulations and experimental findings for the head rotation, which require further investigation.
VII. CONCLUSION
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